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External links. Python Package Index (formerly the Python Cheese Shop) is the official directory of Python
software libraries and modules; ActiveState O'Reilly Python Cookbook contains hundreds of code samples
for various tasks using Python; Useful Modules in the Python.org wiki; Organizations Using Python â€“ a list
of projects that make use of Python; Ohloh â€“ open source projects in Python
List of Python software - Wikipedia
Linux Information Portal YoLinux.com includes informative tutorials and links to many Linux sites. Covers
Linux topics from desktop to servers and from developers to users. Linux software development tutorials
include topics on Java and C/C++.
YoLinux.com: Linux Tutorials, Help, Documentation and
I donâ€™t know if it is the way, but it is an approach I often propose on Quora. Following this method will
allow you to learn programming principles using the Python language rather than just learn Python as a
programming language.. This is an important distinction because in programming it is the fundamentals that
are important.
How should I start learning Python? - Quora
Beautiful is better than ugly. Explicit is better than implicit. Simple is better than complex. Complex is better
than complicated. Flat is better than nested.
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